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Community Council Meeting 20th February 2014
Held In Stanrigg Memorial Hall and Community Centre

In attendance: Maria Donovan, Helen Laird, Graham Wyllie, Mark bye, Margaret Paton, Kate Paton
and Ann Coleman for the community council.

Several local residents in attendance. − Names recorded.

Apologies: Peter Downie

The Chair, Maria Donovan, opened the meeting and thanked everyone in attendance for coming along.
Minutes from the landfill meeting, a report on local planning issues and a meeting Agenda were
distributed.

1. The minutes for the landfill meeting on the 29th January 2014 were distributed, approved and
adopted.

2. The Report on planning issues was summarised by Graham Wyllie and Ann Coleman.

3. Maria reported on the damage to Greengairs Park as a consequence of vandalism and the
attempt to set the external door for the Ball Hall on fire again which was thwarted thanks to the
security cameras.

4. Maria summarised the current projects and the stage we are at in pursuing funding. The new
park at Wattston is based on suggestions made by local children, obviously funding will dictate
how much of their wish list is achievable.

5. Repairs required for the Centre and Ball Hall were discussed and it was agreed that quotations
should be pursued for the most urgent.

6. Mark updated the meeting on the progress of the Youth Football Teams. They are doing so well
they have been invited to a Football Festival in Southport and fund raising is a priority to pay for
transport and accommodation.

7. The main issue that dominated the meeting and was discussed in detail are the proposals to
extend the operating hours for both the proposed incinerator and the existing landfitt site. This
issue has raised serious concerns, especially for residents affected by transport on the Haul
Road and public road leading to the landfill site.

Affected residents very vociferously requested that we take all possible action to oppose these
applications as the disruption to their lives and amenity would be considerable. We assured
those in attendance that we would pursue their concerns and asked that they also submit
objections. The noise on the haul road is already a problem due to Lorries turning up before the
weigh bridge opens ensuring disturbed sleep for those adjacent to the road. There is also an
issue with Lorries lined up on the public road outside the site causing a road traffic offence which
has been reported to the police.
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Considerable anger was expressed at the disrespect shown to local people, the discrimination
against our community and the uncertainty created by all the changes that exclude their
concerns.

It was agreed that we should ask the Council for a site visit and public hearing and that we should
continue to pursue response from the Planning Minister and our MSP on this issue.

Minutes compiled by Ann Coleman, Secretary, Greengairs Community Council.


